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Benjamin Smith Lyman (1835–1920), an American geologist and mining engineer, worked in 
Meiji-era Japan as a foreign technical expert (御雇外国人 o-yatoi-gaikokujin). He is famous 
among linguists because of an 1894 pamphlet in which he stated a generalization now known 
as Lyman’s Law. Lyman’s Law pertains to a familiar phenomenon referred to in Japanese lin-
guistics by the technical term rendaku 連濁. A typical example of rendaku appears in the word 
/nihon+zaru/ 日本猿 ‘Japanese macaque’: the consonant /z/ appears in this word, although the 
word meaning ‘monkey’ is /saru/ 猿, with the initial consonant /s/. Lyman’s Law is a putative 
constraint on rendaku that prohibits it from affecting elements that already contain a voiced 
obstruent (i.e., a consonant that in kana spelling would require a letter accompanied by the 
dakuten diacritic). For example, rendaku applies in /ao+zame/ 青鮫 ‘blue shark’ (cf. /same/ 
‘shark’) but not in /ao+sagi/ 青鷺 ‘blue heron’ (cf. /sagi/ ‘heron’, which contains the voiced 
obstruent /g/ and is spelled さぎ in hiragana). 
There has been an understandable suspicion that Lyman did not actually discover the law that 
bears his name, and Miyake (1932) pointed out that Motoori Norinaga stated something close 
to Lyman’s Law in his commentary on the Kojiki, the Kojiki-den (published 1822). Until 
recently, I shared this suspicion (Vance 2007), but after a visit to the Lyman Collection 
(housed in the Special Collections and Archives of the W. E. B. DuBois Library at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts in Amherst), a careful reading of Ogura’s 1910 critique of Lyman’s 
work on rendaku, and a look at Lyman other publications on language (Lyman 1878, 1915), I 
am persuaded that Lyman really did discover Lyman’s Law independently. My presentation 
will explain how I arrived at this conclusion. 
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